# Study Efficiently

## with Adapt

### More Resources

- **Discussion Forums** - Get personalized help from our community of coaches and actuarial students.
- **Study Schedule** - Customize a study plan to maximize your time before the exam.
- **Formula Sheet** - Review key exam formulas all in one place.

### STEP 1: Create Customized Quizzes

Get focused practice on specific topics. Quizzes don’t affect your Earned Level, so you can focus solely on practicing the topics you’re struggling with.

### STEP 2: Identify Challenging Topics

Use our Section Report to see which areas you should focus on in your studying. Customize your report to hone in on the data that matters most to you.

### STEP 3: Practice Full-Length Exams

Experience a full-length test with practice questions that challenge you at your level. Review your Exam History to see solutions to problems you missed.

### STEP 4: Increase Your Earned Level

Your Earned Level reflects your preparedness for the real exam based on your overall Practice Exam performance. We recommend you reach Earned Level 7.

### STEP 5: PASS THE EXAM!
Take your exam prep to the next level

Coaching Actuaries’ online tools help you study efficiently and pass actuarial exams.

Gain the Confidence to Pass

www.coachingactuaries.com
Save Time, Study Efficiently

@coachingactuaries

Get the practice you need to prepare for actuarial exams.

Practice with Adapt
Reach Earned Level 7
Pass the Exam

90% of Students with Earned Level 7 or Above Pass Their Exam
Based on user survey data

www.coachingactuaries.com